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Abstract 

Most governments are applying financial instruments and other polices to encourage distributed renewable electricity 

generation (DREG). DREG is less predictable and more volatile than traditional forms of energy generation. Closure 

of larger fossil-fuelled power plants and rising share of DREG is reducing system inertia on energy networks such 

that new methods of demand response are required. Usually participation in non-dynamic frequency response is 

reactive, affecting the duty cycle of thermostatically controlled loads. However, this can adversely affect building 

thermal efficiency. The research presented takes a proactive approach to demand response employing heat transfer 

dynamics. Here, thermal dynamics exhibit a significantly larger inertia than electrical power consumption. Thus, 

short-term fluctuations in energy use should have less effect on temperature regulation and user comfort in buildings 

than existing balancing services. A prototype frequency sensor and control unit for proactive demand response in 

building stock is developed. The paper reports on hardware-in-the-loop simulations, testing real thermal loads within 

a simulated power network. The instrumented approach adopted enables accurate real-time electrical frequency 

measurement, while the control method offers effective demand response, which suggest the feasibility of using 

decentralised frequency control regulation as a novel approach to existing demand response mechanisms. 

Keywords Frequency regulation; decentralised control; demand response. 

Nomenclature 

𝑑 transport delay, s 

𝐷 load damping constant, s 

Δ𝑓 frequency deviation, Hz 

𝐻 inertia time constant, s 

𝐼 TCL controller integral gain 

𝐾𝑖 ALFC secondary loop gain, p.u. MW/Hz s 

𝐾ℎ thermal load gain 

𝑃 TCL controller proportional gain 
Δ𝑃𝑑 step change in power demand, p.u. 

Δ𝑃𝑔 change in hydraulic amplifier output 

Δ𝑃ℎ𝑝 electrical power deviation, p.u. 

Δ𝑃𝑡  change in turbine power output 

𝑅 regulator, Hz/p.u. MW 

Δ𝑇 temperature deviation, p.u. 

𝑇𝑔 governor time constant, s 

𝑇ℎ  thermal load time constant, s 

𝑇𝑡 turbine time constant, s 

�̅� sample mean 

𝑛 number of entries 

𝑠 sample standard deviation 

𝜎 standard error  

𝑧 standardized test statistic 

1 Introduction 

Historically national electrification followed a trajectory of increasing integration and centralisation [1]. In 

centralised electricity networks the transmission system operators (TSOs) are primarily responsible for balancing the 

network [2]. Recently however an expanding share of power generation on the distribution network is challenging 

existing approaches to balancing supply and demand [3,4]. In light of this, it is widely argued that distributed system 

operators (DSOs) need to take on some of the responsibility for balancing electricity networks [1]. Improving 

coordination between TSO-DSO to unlock new flexible services that seek to optimise the distribution grid operations 

will encourage more active participation of the consumer in demand side response DSR [5]. However, as outdated 

perceptions of technology cost and performance continue, the centralised approach to energy production, delivery 

and consumption fails to cope with an evolving energy landscape [6–8]. 

Most conventional generation plants use large synchronous machines to meet time-invariant imbalances between 

supply and demand. This stored kinetic energy provides rotational inertia that helps absorb extemporal transient 
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imbalances. However, a downward trend in traditional centrally-dispatched fossil-fuel generation plants and a rising 

share of DREG, with at best limited inertial response, increases the uncertainties of grid stability particularly during 

extreme stress events [9]. In the absence of any meaningful alternative to compensate for low system inertia, e.g. 

energy storage systems, the likelihood of frequency falling below the limits that trigger an unwanted disconnection 

of services is exacerbated [10,11]. 

To cope with frequency excursions in power networks, and potential stability concerns, network operators continue 

to encourage participation in DSR. However, an increasing demand due to the introduction of electric vehicles and 

electrification of heat poses a real threat how network operators will manage what is largely a passive network [12]. 

It seems necessary to formulate a new classification of DSR in the distribution grid [13]. This paper proposes a 

decentralised proactive approach to balancing and system optimisation that will assure the longevity of existing 

infrastructure and safeguard against future load demands on the network. The performance of proactive frequency 

control is assessed with a set of computer models and hardware-in-the-loop simulations, which mimic the working 

conditions of a thermal load. 

1.1. State-of-the-art 

The existing literature on DSR is rich and heterogeneous. Grid operators in the UK have typically targeted energy-

intensive industries to participate in flexible regulatory services by modulating their power consumption behaviour 

within an agreed contractual framework [5]. Yet, a growing share of DREG is leading researchers to seek a new 

classification of flexible approaches to balancing the network [14]. For example, in an article that analyses the 

balancing of supply and demand in domestic energy grids, researchers conclude that providing a range of flexible 

options appears to stimulate household consumers behaviour how they engage with energy [15]. However, the 

motivations offered to effect useful power reduction for many small or medium sized consumers on the network are 

not as persuasive and the commercial viability of participating in such DR schemes is not prevalent [16]. Electricity 

interconnectors can help keep European grids secure by making it easier to manage stress events caused by power 

plant failures or intermittent DREG [17]. But, they too require significant investment and depend on the ability of 

partnered countries grid infrastructures to manage bi-directional energy flows. In addition to interconnectors, energy 

storage has a role in future energy markets [18]. Here, energy storage could contribute to solving the problem of 

stress events and seasonal imbalances between supply and demand, but storing electricity is expensive and 

technically challenging [19]. Furthermore, shortfalls of current battery storage technologies mean they are not able to 

cope with the variability of generation and demand imbalances quickly enough to maximise economic benefit [20]. 

To overcome some of these constraints there is a growing interest in supercapacitors and electrochemical batteries 

(hybrid energy storage system) for grid supporting applications [21]. But, the market is waiting for improvements in 

volumetric capacity of energy storage and it is unlikely that these improvements will materialise in the required 

timeframe [22]. Therefore, alternative mid to long-term solutions that contribute to the stability of the grid are 

required. 

Alternative strategies that provide reactive automatic frequency control through interruption of demand are available 

[23]. However, to actively participate in any demand-side initiative, the outcomes are largely dependent on the 

availability and reliability of a communication network. Several papers use a centralised optimisation-based 

approach to modulate the behaviour of thermostatically controlled loads, such as refrigerators, heating ventilation 

and air conditioning (HVAC) systems; which allow the controller to affect the duty cycle of the appliance [24,25]. 

Household appliances are an attractive source for participation in electricity markets by providing control reserves. 

The thermal characteristics of such appliances been more effective when considered as a population rather than 

individual assets [26]. By centrally controlling the duty cycle of a distributed population of individual appliances the 

role of an aggregator has the potential for greater impact on the energy network [27]. A study that validated a 

centralised approach to primary frequency control of electric vehicles with a centralised communication architecture 

found that communication delay was not an obstacle to the control strategy adopted [28]. However, in the context of 

DR, with limited service, consumers’ ability to give up control of in-use loads is compromised; even in cases of full 

service provision, latency issues rule out (in almost all cases) the leverage of demand-side responses in the very short 

(<15 s) timescales required for primary frequency control [29]. In the absence of service, their actions might even 

aggravate the situation further by increasing their overall energy consumption at a time when a balancing controller 

is attempting to restore frequency equilibrium through load reduction. Moreover, when aggregated populations of 

TCLs where control does not exclusively rely on stochastic switching then a synchronisation phenomenon can lead 

to unsatisfactory behaviour [30,31]. Apart from undesirable frequency control activation TCLs can advance further 

instability and system failure. Nevertheless, the utility of TCLs continues to be the focus of research when analysing 

the potential contribution for short-term modulation in decentralised control flexible demand response scenarios 

[23,32–34]. 

1.2. Novelty 

There is a tangible link between economic growth and increased demand in energy for space heating and air 

conditioning [35]. Therefore, thermal storage in buildings is a growing resource. According to recent studies, energy 

consumed in residential and commercial buildings accounts for 20.1% of the globally delivered energy in 2016 [36]. 
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Building efficiency strategies can be: (i) passive, i.e. seeking to improve the fabric of buildings, and (ii) active, i.e. 

encompassing improvements to space heating by decreasing the energy demand of the building [37,38]. Balancing 

services provided by manipulating the load profile of domestic appliances, or exploiting the amount of thermal mass 

in a building has received some attention [39,40]. However, the literature on provision of similar gains through 

decentralised proactive frequency control and optimisation of indoor comfort temperatures in commercial building 

stock by exploiting properties that contribute to thermal stability is less apparent [41]. 

Differences between previous approaches to DR and the one presented in this paper are twofold: (i) the presented 

approach is not dependent upon a national ICT infrastructure (decentralised control) and (ii) the approach avoids 

discontinuous (on/off) switching of loads, thus, avoiding synchronisation and restoration loading issues. The 

approach discussed here aims to replicate the primary ‘droop’ control present on supply generators on the demand-

side, exploiting electro-thermal couplings. It can operate independently at the building or block of buildings scale, in 

either islanded mode or on-grid. It controls space heating, without compromising occupancy comfort, using a signal 

set to change proportionally to mains frequency, thus avoiding long-term oscillatory behaviour. The findings 

presented demonstrate this research offers a simple and viable alternative to other market mechanisms, such as fast 

acting frequency response services. 

As the energy landscape evolves, the traditional centralised energy control and production topology is in transition 

towards one that encourages more devolved, decentralised generation and distribution [42]. The number of heat 

pumps sold in the European Union from 2010 to 2015 has risen to 800,000 [43]. This upsurge in heat pumps on the 

market is set to continue. Studies have identified heat pumps as the most energy-efficient and cost-effective system 

that comply with EU Directive on the Energy Performance of Buildings [44]. A recent article that evaluates the 

potential gains of heat pumps in domestic buildings observes one of the main motivators for households to switch 

from natural gas boilers to heat pumps is based on economic reward [45]. High performance values under different 

load conditions make heat pumps ideal candidates for the type of proactive decentralised frequency control and 

regulation proposed in this work. In the context of smart grids, capacity control of heat pumps by regulating short-

term frequency excursions in electricity demand as an integrated component of a localised building energy 

management (BEM) system, may provide a low-cost and resilient mid-term solution to help secure grid stability [46]. 

1.3. Contributions and structure 

Although provision of primary frequency control has been previously identified in literature the drawback when 

operating in the context of demand response is its dependency on a robust communication system. Aggregation of 

TCLs presents unique challenges as a reactive control strategy attempts to minimise the synchronisation 

phenomenon, usually by dispatching some form of elaborate stochastic switching mechanism. With respect to 

existing literature, the contribution of this work proposes a proactive decentralised approach to demand response 

while preserving the characteristics necessary for primary frequency control. 

The slow transient behaviour of thermal mass of a building allows for continuous dynamic control proportional to a 

change in grid frequency without affecting the temperature in the immediate surrounding. As a general tendency it 

can be concluded that for most buildings this will improve building energy efficiency without compromising 

occupancy thermal comfort, at the same time as providing a positive effect on the grid reserve generation capacity 

margin. 

An additional contribution of this work is an analysis of a prototype low-cost frequency measurement unit that can be 

deployed without the reliance of centralised communication for accurate frequency measurement. An analysis of 

measured frequency and data obtained from transmission system operators makes the comparison between different 

solutions and methodologies more credible. This opens the possibility of consumer participation in DR at reduced 

cost. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the configuration of software and hardware 

components used in the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) real-time simulation tests to demonstrate decentralised primary 

frequency control. Section 3 then presents the simulation results. Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusions drawn 

from the results and offers some concluding remarks. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1. Proposed method 

Decentralised demand-side frequency regulation when used in building stock can regulate short-term frequency 

excursions in demanded electrical energy [47]. The proposed decentralised demand response method can operate 

with no national communication network but requires access to a reliable source of mains frequency measurement. 

Figure 1 illustrates the general approach. Here, when a power disturbance (∆𝑃𝑑) is applied to a single area power 

system driven by a lumped parameter non-reheat steam turbine, the decentralised frequency control (DFC) regulation 

action can have a positive influence on reserve generation capacity by arresting the measured frequency excursion in 

real-time. Moreover, a small variance in building (zonal) temperature setpoint will have negligible effect on user 

comfort. 
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Figure 1 Proposed role for DFC-Primary regulation 

2.2. Frequency measurement 

On a synchronous generator, the frequency of the interconnected power system is implicitly instrumented via the 

generator tachometer, which measures shaft speed locally. At a load site, however, a dedicated means is required for 

frequency measurement, unless real-time communication is employed. But, the reliance on advanced communication 

networks to convey this information at sufficient resolution and maintain real-time accuracy at decentralised nodes is 

problematic [48,49]. Many examples of frequency measurement estimation algorithms and techniques are available 

in the literature (e.g. [50]). However, in practice the implementation of decentralised frequency regulation is not 

always favourable and quite often cost-inhibitive. This research offers a low-cost working prototype using the zero 

crossing detection technique, constructed using an Arduino Mega 2560 - ATmega2560 low-power CMOS 8-bit 

microcontroller [51]; designed to measure and visualize real-time mains frequency at a resolution of 100 mHz at 

least once every second. Figure 2 illustrates a breakout view of the signal conditioning and frequency measurement 

modules. 

 
Figure 2 Frequency sensor breakout 

The design includes a GPS shield providing a time-base that is synchronised to coordinated universal time (UTC). In 

addition to geographical positional information, a GPS 1 pulse per second digital signal allows highly accurate time 

date stamping for data collection, along with self-calibration of the device when a GPS fix is established. The latter is 

necessary to maintain measurement accuracy despite imperfections and temperature sensitivity of the microcontroller 

crystal oscillator. A local communication option in the form of a TIA-232 serial data interface allows the device 

output to be injected into a BEM system. An internal microSD card, or external memory device can be used to record 

and store information for subsequent analysis. Real-time readout of frequency measurement and visual warnings are 

provided using a 16x2 matrix LCD display and series of LED. 

After construction, inferential statistics was used to test the hypothesis that the Arduino frequency sensor data is as 

good as data accessible from the National Grid. Using two-sample f-test for variance and two-sample z-test for 

difference between two means, given a sample number of 239, the variance 𝑠𝑛
2 and standard deviation 𝑠𝑛 were 

calculated, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). 

�̅� =
∑ 𝑥

𝑛
 

(1) 

 

𝑠 = √
∑(𝑥 − �̅�)2

𝑛 − 1
 

(2) 

Using the same data sample, a standard error and standardised test statistic were calculated using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). 
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𝜎�̅�1−�̅�2
= √

𝑠1
2 

𝑛1
+

𝑠2
2 

𝑛2
 

(3) 

 

𝑧 =
(�̅�1 − �̅�2) − (𝜇1 − 𝜇2)

𝜎�̅�1−�̅�2

 
(4) 

2.3. Software simulation of decentralised frequency control regulation 

A simulation model to determine the mains frequency response of a simplified linear power system model was 

created using MATLAB/Simulink© software [52]; sample rate 𝑇𝑠 = 0.02. For illustrative purposes, a single area 

system driven by a lumped parameter non-reheat steam turbine was implemented [53]. Initially, the function of 

automatic load frequency control (ALFC) primary and subsequently secondary loops that control the prime mover 

and generator outputs were simulated to provide a baseline for comparison. 

In order to propose a role for primary regulation on the demand (load) side, some assumptions are first made: (i) the 

control signal from the regulator is employed to actuate a TCL which either heats or cools the area under 

consideration, and (ii) in the context of this analysis, the control mechanism excludes any supplementary heat source 

to compensate for deviations of measured temperature that might otherwise compromise the occupancy comfort. 

Detailed models of TCL and building thermal behaviour can be found in literature (e.g. [37,54]). They are usually 

based on physical principles of mass, energy and momentum transfer and consist of complex partial differential 

equations that capture the building thermal and physical characteristics. However, in practice simplified first-order 

models can perform just as well as more complicated models [55]. Here, the dynamic relationship between the 

electrical power delivered to the electro-thermal converter Php(t) and the temperature of the heated zone T(t), can be 

very well approximated by a First-Order Plus Dead Time (FOPDT) transfer function (t.f.) describing deviations away 

from a nominal input/output steady-state operating point. Using per-unit representations for Php(t) and T(t) to 

eliminate the steady-state gain in the model, and using  to represent deviations, the transfer function for the thermal 

response becomes: 

𝐺(𝑠) =
∆𝑇(𝑠)

∆𝑃ℎ𝑝(𝑠)
=

𝑒−𝑠𝑑

1 + 𝜏𝑠
 

(5) 

Where d represents the model dead-time and  the time constant. The time constant can be assumed to be in the range 

of 10-30 minutes and the dead-time between 0-5 minutes for a typical building [10]. A PT326 Process Trainer 

models common industrial situations in which temperature control is required [56]. Using this hardware to emulate 

building thermal behaviour, process dead time (𝑑) and process time constant (𝜏) measurements recorded during an 

open-loop step test were used to implement a proportional-integral (PI) controller following a Lambda tuning 

methodology [57]. This form of internal model control (IMC) [58] completes a setpoint change in about 4𝜆 seconds 

when operating in closed-loop mode, without overshoot, where 𝜆 = (𝑡𝑠 − 𝑑)/4.6, settling time 𝑡𝑠 = 50, and 𝑑 is the 

TCL (PT326 Process Trainer) calculated transport delay. 

The contribution of the proposed DFC-Primary regulator is possible using this simplified thermodynamic model of a 

building thermal control system. To characterise the extent of a simulated secondary demand-side response in a 

system complete with a DFC-Primary regulator, an idealised secondary demand response command event (network 

latency is assumed to be zero) was introduced during further tests. 

Having established a computer model of a simplified linear power system and building thermal control system, a 

contingency load was introduced when a balance in supply and demand was at equilibrium, the frequency was at a 

nominal 50 Hz and the steady state frequency error was zero. In all cases, simulations were carried out using time 

constants and other parameters taken from representative sources (Appendix 1) under the assumption that a large 

step-change in power disturbance (𝛥𝑃𝑑) occurred at the beginning of each simulation. In the model illustrated in 

Figure 3, a power system rating of 300 MVA is assumed. A contingency of 75 MW power disturbance (𝛥𝑃𝑑 =
 75 MW, 0.25 p.u.) step response at 𝑡 =  750 s was introduced, allowing time for the system to initialise, before 

triggering a change in frequency. Simulation results are presented in Section 3. 
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Figure 3 Simulink model of decentralised primary frequency control 

2.4. Hardware in the loop with thermostatically controlled load 

Next, HIL simulations were conducted, initially replacing the FOPDT t.f. (simulating the dynamic relationship 

between the electrical power delivered to the electro-thermal converter and the temperature of the building) with a 

PT326 Process Trainer (Appendix 2). A PCI-DAS6014 hardware item, configured to provide an interface between 

the on-bench TCL and PI controller, was implemented in MATLAB/Simulink© (Figure 4). The PT326 Process 

Trainer mass flow of air temperature was measured using a thermistor placed at a position such that the spatial 

separation between the heater coil and thermistor introduced a transport delay 𝑑 = 0.45 into the system. In practice 

this time delay is much greater, typically 5-10 minutes depending on a multitude of factors. A secondary advisory 

temperature measurement taken from a DHT22 combined temperature and humidity sensor was also positioned 

directly into the PT326 Process Trainer mass airflow outlet. A 433 MHz RF communication network was established 

between the remote DHT22 sensor and MATLAB/Simulink© model to enable the observer to record temperature 

data during each test cycle. 

 

Figure 4 Hardware in the loop test environment 

A HIL simulation test to determine the mains frequency and external TCL (PT326 Process Trainer) temperature 

response was then created using MATLAB/Simulink© software (Figure 5). After calibration, the PT326 Process 

Trainer hardware item temperature setpoint (OF1) was set and maintained at 7.5, ensuring a process temperature 

measured mid-scale on the instrumented temperature gauge; which registered a reading equivalent to 40°C. A 

contingency of 75 MW power disturbance (𝛥𝑃𝑑 =  75 MW, 0.25 p.u.) step response at 𝑡 =  750 s was introduced, 

allowing time for the system to initialise, before triggering a change in frequency. Plots showing simulated frequency 

response  Δ𝑓(𝑡), recorded variation in temperature Δ𝑇(𝑡) and electrical power Δ𝑃ℎ𝑝(𝑡) delivered to the electro-

thermal converter obtained from computer simulations tests (Figure 3) and HIL-test simulations makes the analysis 

of decentralised frequency control performance more credible. 
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Figure 5 Hardware in the loop frequency regulation 

2.5. Hardware in the loop with prototype mains frequency sensor 

Additional HIL testing injecting a continuous input stream of real-time mains frequency measurement output from 

the Arduino frequency sensor into a modified computer model was completed. Analysis of the TCL recorded 

temperature evolution when an input stream of mains frequency data was input into a decentralised frequency control 

regulator was performed. The results of running an extended model that compared the variance in temperature 

recorded using the on-bench TCL HIL test (Figure 6) against values recorded from a computer model that substituted 

the TCL with a FOPDT t.f. are presented in the next section. 

 

Figure 6 Model of stream input frequency to TCL 

3 Results 

We begin by reviewing the correlations between data recorded using a prototype frequency sensor and data extracted 

from the balancing mechanism reporting service (BMRS) [59]; (Figure 7) [dataset] [60]. Statistical inference verified 

the device output performance based on probability. [16] 

 

Figure 7 Arduino frequency sensor and BMRS data 

15 Dec 2016 10:16 15 s resolution 

Tests for homogeneity of variances were applied to compare the normal population using equal size data from two 

independent samples (frequency sensor data sample and BMRS data sample). Given a population recorded over a 1-

hour period at a resolution of 15 s, created a sample number 𝑛 = 239. Calculating Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) variance, 𝑠1
2 =

0.00059703, and standard deviation, 𝑠2
2 = 0.00058566, respectively showed 𝑠1

2 > 𝑠2
2. Hence, 𝑠1

2 and the standard 

error 𝜎1
2 were used to represent the sample and population variances for the Arduino frequency sensor. Two-sample 

f-test for variance and two-sample z-test for difference between means were conducted using random sample data 
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recorded at 15 s resolution for a 60-minute period commencing 14:23:00 on 14/12/2016. Results of both tests 

indicate at the 5% level of significance that there was no difference in the two independent samples variance and 

mean frequency data. 

Figure 8 reports the results of the action of a small-gain regulator when introduced into the simulation model DFC-

Primary loop. Here, not only does the regulator eliminate previously observed frequency oscillations but also reduces 

the measured frequency deviation. A further test cycle with the ALFC secondary loop included confirmed the action 

of the small gain integrator slowly restored the frequency deviation to zero over an extended period. The effect of 

proactive frequency control on maintaining frequency equilibrium during network stress is profound. This positive 

outcome implies the gap on reserve generation capacity margins is reduced and the time period to restore frequency 

equilibrium lessened; (8 min compared to 14 min). Further analysis compares the time-series data recorded from a 

simulated model against data recorded from a HIL simulation employing a controllable external TCL (PT326 

Process Trainer). In particular, Figure 8(a) [dataset] [60] illustrates the effect on frequency response when the DFC-

Primary loop was not present. The transient effect on all three outputs when a secondary demand side event was 

initiated is also illustrated. Comparing all three outputs it is evident that the computer model is an accurate 

representation of the equipment used during the HIL tests (comparing PT326 and Simulink plots). Moreover, the 

simulated secondary demand response event improves the frequency response settling time while retaining the 

benefits of the DFC-Primary regulator, i.e. reduced initial frequency deviation (49.4 Hz compared to 48.9 Hz) and no 

frequency oscillatory behaviour. The temperature and electrical power plots illustrate a reduced steady state 

condition is achieved when a secondary demand response is present, which is determined by the magnitude of the 

simulated secondary demand response command signal. The small thermal transient in the absence of any secondary 

demand response, Figure 8(b) [dataset] [60], is likely to have little impact upon building thermal comfort; although 

this behaviour should be investigated further. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 8 Decentralised frequency control regulation  

(a) frequency response, (b) temperature response, (c) electrical power 

Figure 8(c) [dataset] [60] reveals secondary benefits, the contribution of electrical power restoration to the primary 

energy source, i.e. the single area system. This opposing transient behaviour compensates for any deviation on 

demand side load within a power system, contributing to a more proactive approach to restoring any detected 

imbalance in supply and demand side load at the same time as establishing frequency equilibrium. 

 
Figure 9 Frequency contribution to controllable load (TCL) 
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Finally, Figure 9 [dataset] [60] illustrates the temperature recorded during simulated and HIL tests when mains 

frequency data was used as a time-series input signal to a controlled TCL. It shows a positive correlation between 

frequency and recorded temperature values with minimal delay. Although this is not fully representative of a 

practical closed-loop temperature control system in a building (where transport delay is typically much greater), it 

gives a good initial empirical demonstration that a thermal load can be driven in proportion to frequency 

measurement to quickly leverage a response in electrical demand. For completeness, a simulated TCL with a 

transport delay 𝑑 = 300 s is also shown. During the same period, the variance in recorded temperature of a TCL 

with a greater transport delay was much less, due to the need to de-tune the closed-loop controller. Although 

predictive thermal controls are now routinely employed in many buildings, further investigation into the effects of 

the delay when under standard feedback control is an area of ongoing work. 

There are important takeaways from the frequency analysis and effects of decentralised frequency control regulation 

tests. It reveals the measured data pertaining to the microcontroller is consistent with the first hypothesis regarding 

accuracy of frequency measurement. This allows dispatch of the frequency measurement instrumentation in a 

decentralised environment. Secondly, introduction of a small gain primary frequency regulator has a profound and 

positive influence on frequency restoration with no substantive change to measured temperature. 

4 Conclusions 

A decentralised frequency control regulation method has been validated using a series of computer models 

containing a single-area power network, a frequency measurement device and a real controllable thermal load (TCL). 

A FOPDT t.f. model of the TCL was initially identified and later substituted for a PT326 Process Trainer during HIL 

simulation tests. The overall approach was validated by controlling the temperature evolution (and electrical load) of 

the trainer directly from measured mains frequency data, by using it as an input signal to the closed-loop controllable 

load (TCL). 

Design of a low-cost microcomputer frequency sensor and control element was discussed, and hypothesis tests 

provided evidence that substantiate claims that data collected using the Arduino frequency sensor is as good as data 

accessible from the National Grid. Further analysis has shown the action of the DFC-Primary regulator not only 

eliminates the observed frequency oscillation but also reduces the measured frequency deviation. Moreover, 

computer simulations have shown the contribution of the proposed DFC-Primary regulation action can potentially 

have a positive influence on reserve generation capacity, and provide an improved proactive alternative to demand 

response instruments [61]. The configuration of the regulator - including setting sensitivity to achieve a specific level 

of droop for a given heat pump, defining a deadband, etc. requires further study. 

Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from the results presented. They suggest that small excursions in 

measured temperature from TCL setpoint values will not compromise indoor comfort temperatures but are capable of 

providing a contribution to the restoration of frequency equilibrium during network stress events. This means that the 

utility of a proactive decentralised control strategy directly could close the gap in reserve capacity margins 

availability by exploiting coupling technologies such as heat pumps and other TCLs with near zero intervention from 

the consumer. Another aspect within the energy market is the current trend to promote the number of active energy 

consumers, often called prosumers [62,63]. All the benefits discussed above support the various prosumer groups, 

the so called commercial prosumers; citizen led energy cooperatives and more generally single owners of build stock 

like universities, prisons and or public heath institutions. 

In the wider context, it is likely that current technological and regulatory constraints, and societal perceptions of the 

smart-grid may motivate the utility of decentralised proactive frequency control of TCL to those that already benefit 

from a BEM system; the more popular systems using hysteresis control algorithm [64]. Coupling existing BEM 

technologies and the solution offered will not only improve the efficiency of local heat pumps (TCL) but also the 

whole building performance. This initiative will allow people to modify energy behaviour practices and participate in 

DR in such a way that is transparent. However, to dispatch effective proactive decentralised frequency control within 

existing energy markets, additional understanding is required. As a next step, computer models that analyse 

combinatorial problems usually associated with BEM, with the benefits that proactive decentralised frequency 

control offer will be undertaken. A natural progression of this work is to investigate the use of dynamic programming 

for optimal operation of building stock (including energy storage systems, TCL and access to real time data and 

dynamic pricing programs) to evaluate the benefits of the proposed concept in terms of grid economics and building 

performance. 

In conclusion, the research presented in this paper suggests that frequency regulation of thermal loads in building 

stock provides a promising avenue for an advanced fast-acting balancing-service mechanism (decentralised demand 

response) to support smart energy networks. The proactive approach presented offers a viable alternative to more 

traditional system-balancing services that tend to be reactive (on/off) at set threshold values. This observation 

suggests the feasibility of using decentralised frequency control regulation as a novel approach to existing demand 

response mechanisms. Moreover, because of the propensity of EU Directives to characterise more energy efficient 

building construction this study may have important implications providing evidence in policymaking. 
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Appendix 1 

MATLAB/Simulink© model parameters: 

Power system rating: 300 MVA 

Nominal frequency (𝑓): 50 Hz 

Nominal demand load (𝑃𝑑): 75 MW 

ALFC secondary loop gain (𝐾𝑖): 0.2 p.u. MW Hz⁄ s 

Speed regulator (𝑅): 0.05 Hz/p.u. MW 

Inertia time constant (𝐻): 5 s 

Load damping constant (𝐷): 0.8 s 

Governor time constant (𝑇𝑔): 0.25 s 

Turbine time constant (𝑇𝑡): 0.60 s  

DFC-Primary regulator (𝑅): 0.05 

Thermal load time constant (𝑇ℎ): 9.65 s 

FOPDT thermal load gain (𝐾ℎ): 1.16 

FOPDT transport delay (𝑑): 0.45 

TCL controller proportional gain (𝑃): 0.51750 

TCL controller integral gain (𝐼): 0.10363 

Temperature setpoint (𝑂𝐹1): 7.5 (≡ 40°𝐶) 

Secondary Demand Response gain (𝑆𝐷𝑅): 0.5 

Calibration factor (electrical power) (𝑂𝐹2): 0.274 

Calibration factor (temperature) (𝑂𝐹3): 0.345 

Compensator gain (𝐺1): 20 

Compensator gain (𝐺2, 𝐺3): 1/𝐺1 
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Figure 10 HIL simulation test environment 

 


